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CALL FOR EXPRESSION
OF INTEREST 2021
An Invitation to Community Partners for the Redevelopment of Upper Harbor

BACKGROUND
The redevelopment of the Upper Harbor Terminal (UHT) provides a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to create a large-scale, community-building asset in North Minneapolis,
grounded in a restorative approach towards racial justice that meets the needs, aspirations,
and priorities of the nearby residents.

PURPOSE
In this context, the Upper Harbor Development Team is seeking Expressions of Interest (EOI)
from qualified community-based organizations to collectively and collaboratively ensure the
project reflects the values of the Northside Community.

ELIGIBILITY AND SUBMISSION OF EOI
We invite any interested organization to learn more about this initiative and submit their
Expression of Interest by August 1st, 2021.

View EOI requirements and details on upperharbormpls.com

Send EOIs and questions to uhtinfo@uproperties.com

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
UPPER HARBOR DEVELOPMENT TEAM – SEEKING COMMUNITY ENTITY PARTNER(S)
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Intent

The Upper Harbor development team is seeking a Community partner or partners to help play an integral role
in delivering key Community elements of the Coordinated Plan for the development.

The proposed

development plans include multiple opportunities for Community-based organizations to help the project
achieve the Community’s values and Community benefits objectives.

Through the Community Engagement

process, the Project Values have been articulated as follows:


Economic Inclusion, Jobs & Careers: Provide livable wage jobs, contracts, career pathways, and financial
ownership for workers, businesses, and organizations in the Northside Community.



Disrupting Gentrification & Displacement: Advance the interests of our Northside Community without
creating gentrification and displacement.



Wealth Creation & Community Ownership: Provide ownership opportunities at every level in the project
that preserve, protect, and build the wealth of Northside Community residents and businesses.



Affordable Housing: Provide a diverse mix of housing types and sizes that is attainable and affordable
for the current Northside Community in a healthy, safe and opportunity rich neighborhood.



Environmental Justice & Sustainability: Significantly advance community-wide efforts to repair
environmental injustices that impact Northside Community residents, and more specifically the
Northside’s Black community.



Mobility, Public Space & Infrastructure:

Design, build, and support public spaces that prioritize

inclusivity, community ownership and access for the Northside Community.
The selection and roles of the Community Partner are integral to ensuring the Project Values are delivered in all
phases of the project, including pre-construction, construction, and real estate operations and management.
Additionally, the Community Entity’s role in the plan implementation will create a model for community decisionmaking for the Northside Community to help shape every aspect of the Coordinated Plan and ensure companies
and organizations have diverse staff representation at the leadership and contributing levels, reflective of the
diversity within the City of Minneapolis.
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Definition of

For the purposes of the Project, the Northside Community is defined as:

Community


People who have a vested stake in the outcomes of the development of the Upper Harbor, specifically
American Descendants of Slavery (ADOS) and Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC) individuals,



Those living nearest to the project site,



Those in historically marginalized communities who typically experience displacement due to unfair
banking practices (predatory lending & red lining),



Low- and medium-income individuals who have been forced out due to increased rents,



Those who experienced displacement due to the 2011 tornado, and



Those who also experience cultural disruption resulting from public and private investments.

Throughout this document, the word “Community” will be capitalized to refer readers back to this definition.
Development

Vision: The redevelopment of the Upper Harbor Terminal (UHT) provides a once-in-a-generation opportunity

Overview

to create a large-scale, community-building asset in North Minneapolis, grounded in a restorative approach
towards racial justice that meets the needs, aspirations, and priorities of the nearby residents.
The City of Minneapolis, the Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board, the Upper Harbor Terminal Collaborative
Planning Committee (UHT CPC) and the development team are committed to creative, equitable and inclusive
development that will benefit the Northside Community. This Plan recommends that the City and the
development team implement specific solutions with a focus on healing with historically Black/American
Descendants of Slavery and American Indian/Indigenous communities, recognizing that the issues of antiBlackness and Native sovereignty continue to perpetrate harm against all groups.
Development Program:
Phase 1:


Parcel 1B: 75 affordable housing rental units (1/3 at 30% AMI, 1/3 at 50% AMI, and 1/3 at 60% AMI), 15
for-sale housing units, and up to 15,000 square feet ground floor commercial
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Parcel 2: 19.5 acres of parkland will be dedicated to the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board;
creating continuous publicly owned riverfront parkland and an extension of the parkway and trail
system



Parcel 3: 10,000 seat Community Performing Arts Center (“CPAC”)



Parcel 5: 100,000-127,000 square feet manufacturing, production, and processing



Parcel 6A: 170 affordable housing rental units (1/3 at 30% AMI, 1/3 at 50% AMI, and 1/3 at 60% AMI),
17 for-sale housing units, and up to 20,000 square feet ground floor commercial

Phase 2:


Parcel 1A: 78 senior housing units (affordability and/or for-sale strategy TBD)



Parcel 4: 56,000 square feet food production and processing, plus approximately 40,000-50,000
square foot rooftop food production



Parcel 6B: Health and Wellness Community Hub (final size and program TBD)



Parcel 7A: 80-150 housing units and 15 for-sale housing units (density and affordability TBD), and
10,000 square feet ground floor commercial, 420 district parking stalls (approximately 150 stalls for
housing and 270 stalls for Health and Wellness Community Hub)



Parcel 7B: Land Use and Program TBD

Timeline: The Upper Harbor project will be developed over multiple phases, with the full-buildout timeline
projected to take 5-7 years. Groundbreaking for Phase 1 shall occur in late 2022, with anticipated completion in
2024. Phase 2’s estimated completion is 2027.
Parties

The Upper Harbor plan will include a mix of privately-owned development projects on land owned by the City
of Minneapolis, First Avenue, and the future Community Entity. Development rights for the projects shall be
conveyed to private developers via a financeable ground lease.


Infrastructure Developer: City of Minneapolis



Private Development Landowner: City of Minneapolis



Affordable Rental Housing Developer & Owner: George Group North and United Properties



Affordable Home Ownership Developer: George Group North and United Properties
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Manufacturing and Food Production Developer: United Properties



Community Hub Developer: George Group North and Community Entity



Public Park Landowner and Operator: Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board



CPAC Operator: First Avenue
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UPPER HARBOR TERMINAL – COMMUNITY PARTNERS ROLES, QUALIFICATIONS, AND CRITERIA
It is the intent of the development team to work with multiple Community partners, each with specific qualifications, that collectively and
collaboratively will ensure the project reflects the values of Community and is implemented by leaders who reflect the Northside
Community.
While it is possible that one entity could emerge to take on all the proposed Community Partner Roles (described in the table below), we
anticipate and encourage multiple Partners submit with specific qualifications to create a coalition of Community Partners. These Partners
will leverage the Community Fund and work collaboratively with the project developers to ensure Community values and objectives are
met through the implementation of the development plans.
COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY FUND MANAGER

PARTNER ROLES

CPAC COMMUNITY PROGRAM

PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT REAL

MANAGER/ADVISOR

ESTATE PARTNER, MASTER
LESSOR, AND/OR PROGRAM
ADVISOR

DESCRIPTION

The UHT project will generate two

First Avenue is seeking a

The housing developments

primary sources of revenue back to

Community Partner to manage and

developed on Parcels 1B and 6A will

the Community:

advise the facility’s programming

have up to 35,000 SF of ground

The CPAC, through a paid

on non-First Avenue event days.

floor commercial space which will

ticket fee, will generate

This includes a Partner who can

be owned separately from the

annual revenue streams,

oversee community programming,

housing due to financing

estimated at $500,000 -

operations, marketing, and event

restrictions. The development team

$750,000/year.

management.

is seeking a Community real estate

1.

2. Annual ground lease

partner to fulfill any of the following

payments from private

roles for the ground floor

development owners to the

commercial spaces:

City, estimated at $250,000

1.

Acquire/Own – Acquire the

- $400,000/year upon full

commercial space

project buildout.

condominium upon
completion of construction.

These funds will be directed back to

The development team is

Community-focused initiatives

open to an outright sale of
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within the UHT project, as well as

this asset, or a

anti-displacement efforts in the

partnership/joint venture

Northside Community.

that phases the ownership to
the Community Entity over

The Community Fund Manager shall
be responsible for securing and

time.
2. Master Lease – Execute a

deploying the CPAC funds,

long-term master lease of

underwriting Community initiatives

the commercial space, then

for deployment of the funds, and

subsequently sublease the

making recommendations to the

commercial space to

City on the deployment of the

Community tenants.

ground lease funds into antigentrification initiatives.

3. Program/Tenancy Advisor –
If an entity does not emerge
to own or lease the
commercial space, the
development team is willing
to take on a Community
entity as a program/tenancy
advisor, who would help
create and execute a
commercial leasing plan that
will meet the Community’s
goals.
Fulfilment of these roles will help
ensure the commercial spaces are
developed, owned, leased, and
programmed in a manner that
reflects the long-term Community
interests and values. Refer to the
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Development Program for an
outline of anticipated spaces, and
associated phasing.
SELECTION

The following provides a

The following provides a

The following provides a

CRITERIA

description of specific qualifications

description of specific qualifications

description of specific qualifications

that the development team is

that the development team is

that the development team is

seeking for this role:

seeking for this role:

seeking for this role:

1.

Substantial experience in

1.

Experience in programming

1.

Demonstrated experience in

managing, leveraging, fund

arts and events for current

risk-based investment

raising, and distributing

Northside residents

including real estate

funds into communityfocused initiatives.
2. Demonstrated ability to

2. Experience in event food
and beverage management
3. Experience with youth

manage and distribute a

development, career

minimum of $1.0 million.

pathways programs, etc.

3. Evidence of insurability to

development, small to midsize businesses and other
investment products or
portfolios.
2. Demonstrated experience
investing equity and

protect funds intended to

securing debt for property

meet the Community

development or acquisition.

Benefits associated with the

3. Demonstrated experience

UHT and other Community

owning, operating, and/or

Based Organizations.

leasing commercial real
estate assets.
4. Demonstrated ability in
attracting, engaging, and
placing members of
historically Black/American
Descendants of Slavery and
American Indian/Indigenous
communities as owners and
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occupants of the
development sites.
GENERAL

Submitting organizations, partnerships, or coalitions must show experience or a vision for how they will meet

QUALIFICATIONS

the following qualifications:
1.

Demonstrated cultural awareness, competence, and experience in working with and for American
Descendants of Slaves (ADOS) and other Black Indigenous People of Color (BIPOC) Communities.

2. Governance and leadership, with representation of Northside Community leaders and residents.
3. Must be a fully licensed financial organization that can be vetted for integrity and capacity.

a. Startup organizations will be considered, but only if the organization is willing to submit a business
plan with identified leadership, governance, organizational capacity, and financing strategies
clearly articulated.
4. Demonstrated capacity to meet federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
5. Demonstrated capacity to participate in broad Community engagement.
6. Demonstrated capacity to successfully collaborate and work with all levels of government, private sector,
financial and philanthropic organizations.
7. Demonstrated ability to work with and train qualified Community residents to staff the organization.
EXPRESSION OF
INTEREST

Submitting organizations that more clearly articulate the following will improve the quality of their response:
1.

Interested Community Partner Role(s) – Please indicate which role(s) your organization is interested in:
Community Fund Manager
CPAC Community Program Manager/Advisor
Private Development Real Estate Partner, Master Lessor, and/or Program Advisor

2. Vision Statement – Describe your organization’s vision, how your organization will add value to UHT and
the overall project efforts—either through experience or new and creative approaches, and how you
anticipate integrating with the project values.
3. Organization Type – Non-profit or for-profit entities will be considered, although all Community Roles
require varying levels of financial capacity needs, so a demonstrated ability to leverage multiple funding
sources will be prioritized.
4. Organization Structure – Governance and Leadership
5. Financial Capacity – Current/Future Funding Sources
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6. Relevant Experience – Experience related to specific Community Partner role of interest, demonstrated
experience in North Minneapolis shall be prioritized.
7. Leadership Makeup – Executive, Board and Management leaders which reflects the racial make-up of the
Northside Community. Governance and leadership that is representative of the Northside Community
shall be prioritized.
SUBMISSION

EOIs must be received by electronic mail no later than August 1, 2021. All EOIs and inquiries must be submitted

GUIDELINES

via email to uhtinfo@uproperties.com. Late EOIs will not be accepted.

TIMELINE

Expression of Interest Issuance: 6/1/21
Public Meeting Q&A: 7/15/21
Expression of Interest Submission Deadline: 8/1/21
Submission Review/Interviews: 8/1 – 8/15/21
Selection of Partners: 9/1/21
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Related Attachments
The following pages from the Draft Coordinated Plan (February 2021):
P 12 – Development Overview
P 75 – Implementation: Community Entity Selection
P 80 – Community Entity Role: Community Fund Manager/Advisor

DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW
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19.5

Acres of New
Riverfront Park

$500K-1M

Annual revenue to
community entity,
generated by First
Ave ticketed events

520

Proposed Housing
Units

300

Estimated Living
Wage Jobs

Health &
Wellness

Community Hub

45,000

Sq. Ft. Ground Floor
Commercial/
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UPPER HARBOR | COORDINATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN (FINAL DRAFT)

1,200

Estimated
Construction Jobs
Created

$302M

Estimated
Development Cost

*Does not include City
infrastructure and Park costs
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IMPLEMENTATION: COMMUNITY ENTITY SELECTION
SELECTING THE COMMUNITY ENTITY

(2) Ongoing Community Ownership Opportunities

To memorialize the benefits that are outlined in the Coordinated Plan that cannot
be included in the City Redevelopment Agreements, Ground Leases, or Use
Agreement, First Avenue and United Properties propose to execute a Community
Benefits Agreement (CBA) with the McKinley Community as the neighborhood that
has official standing with the City for the UHT project.

CPAC Facility/Structure Ownership
Per the Redevelopment Agreement, First Avenue will form a new limited liability
structure will own the CPAC facility/structure (FA+CE), with the following ownership
stakes: First Avenue (51% with four (4) board members) and the Community Entity
(49% and three (3) board members). The Community Entity would be primarily
responsible for:
• Receiving the funds from the $3.00 per ticket fee surcharge
• Managing and deploying the use of ticket fees towards wealth building activities
that benefit historically marginalized communities that have been the target of
redlining processes.
• Providing a Community voice and decision-making input regarding which artists
are brought into the venue for free events.
• Providing community guidance and accountability for First Avenue initiatives
related to developing employment opportunities with career ladders in the music
industry and creating youth inclusion, involvement & leadership opportunities.

It is anticipated that upon selection of the Community Entity and the completion of
any agreements between the Community Entity and the Development Team that
the Community Entity would become a party to the CBA. It is the intent that the
CBA be executed in January 2021, for the McKinley Community to facilitate
continued community input into the selection of the Community Entity.
(1) Community Entity Selection Process
The development team will issue a Request for Qualifications to select a
Community Entity or Entities that can serve as the community partner(s) for the
Community Performing Arts Center (CPAC) ownership, Ground Floor Commercial
Space, and the Community Hub. To facilitate transparency in the selection
process, McKinley will nominate up to four (4) representatives to the Community
Entity Selection Task Force, which along with representatives of the Development
Team will analyze submissions to the RFQ and make recommendations for which
respondents will make a public presentation to the neighborhood organization(s).
The Community Entity Selection Task Force will utilize the RFQ and the selection
criteria developed by the Development Team and the UHT Collaborative Planning
Committee. The Task Force will make a recommendation to the Development
Team of a Community Entity or Entities based on organizational and financial
capacity, community accountability, and cultural competence which would include
BIPOC leadership and community representation, but which will not preclude
start up entities. The Development Team will make all final selections of the
Community Entity and negotiate all agreements.

Ground Floor Commercial Space
The housing developments developed on Parcels 1B and 6A will have up to 35,000 SF
of ground floor commercial space which will be owned separately from the housing
due to financing restrictions. The Development Team will identify a Community Entity
that will:
• Maintain an ongoing advisory role or have a level of ownership of the ground floor
commercial space in Parcels 1B and 6A,
• Create and execute a commercial leasing plan that will meet the UHT wealth
building and economic inclusion goals, and
• Work collaboratively with the developer of the housing projects.
• Community Hub: The development team is pursuing a health and wellness
Community HUB for Parcel 6B, and as part of the feasibility analysis will seek out
strategic partners and/or issue a RFQ for a Community Entity that can deliver the
vision for the Community HUB identified in the Coordinated Plan.
(3) Community Entity as Future Party to the CBA
Upon selection of the Community Entity and approval by the signatories of the CBA,
the Community Entity would sign on as a named party to the CBA Agreement.
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COMMUNITY ENTITY ROLE: COMMUNITY FUND MANAGER/ADVISOR
The following graphic provides a depiction of the potential ways
a community entity could collect, distribute, and make
recommendations on the deployment of the private
development funds—the annual ground lease payments and
ticket fees from First Ave events can be utilized to develop antidisplacement/gentrification initiatives, for enhanced/subsidized
community programming, or to support and build capacity for
Community businesses. The actual deployment of the funds
shall be determined by selected Community Entity.

PRIVATE
DEVELOPMENT

GROUND LEASE REVENUE
*$250,000

CITY OF
MINNEAPOLIS

NORTHSIDE
NEIGHBORHOODS

DISTRIBUTION

$250,000*

MAKES
RECOMMENDATION
TO CITY

COMMUNITY HUB

INDEPENDENT BOARD

CPAC

STATE CPAC BOND
($12.5M)

TICKET FEE REVENUE
*$750,000

COMMUNITY ENTITY:
MANAGES FUND,
MAKES
RECOMMENDATION TO
CITY AND DISTRIBUTES
REVENUE TO
COMMUNITY WEALTH
CREATION STRATEGIES
(ALLOCATION SUBJECT
TO COMMUNITY
PRIORITIES)

ANTIDISPLACEMENT/
GENTRIFICATION
INITIATIVES (EX.
PROPERTY TAX
RELIEF FUND)

$250,000*

ENHANCED
COMMUNITY
SERVICES/
PROGRAMS

CPAC

DISTRIBUTION

*Notes
• Estimates for illustration purposes only.
• Ground lease payments to be determined based on appraised values of parcels at the time of land transactions.
Current estimates range from $140,000 - $350,000/year from Phase 1 to completion of Phase 2.
• Ticket fee revenue estimated at approximately $500k-$1m/year; subject to the number of events and tickets sold.
• If community entity makes recommendation on allocation of ground lease payments, then they cannot receive the
ground lease funds.
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